
How Palestinians Are Setting the Point for Conclusion Instances Prophecy
With the Palestinians operating to the U.N. for a solution on a Palestinian state, and the Obama government threatening to veto it, it appears that the

U.S.-led Middle East peace process involving Israel and the Palestinians is at an end. However, that is good news for anyone looking for the soon

return of Christ, while the Palestinians are now aligning toward the achievement of end-times Bible prophecy. This short article explains.

 

Palestinian leader Mahmoud Abbas has fired up Leader Obama by launching an all-out plan in front of the U.N. election on the solution of a

Palestinian state. President Obama has attempted to dissuade Abbas from going ahead with the Palestinian demand with this vote, but Abbas is not

merely stubbornly demanding forward, he is using all of his sources to plan for votes from U.N. member states.

 

Call it place, counter-point, as PA Abbas turns against the &#1571;&#1582;&#1576;&#1575;&#1585; &#1606;&#1605;&#1591;

&#1575;&#1604;&#1581;&#1610;&#1575;&#1577; &#1593;&#1604;&#1609; &#1575;&#1604;&#1575;&#1606;&#1578;&#1585;&#1606;&#1578; 

Bright Home, and the administration is preparing to follow through using its promise. Wendy Sherman, Undersecretary of State for Political Affairs

proved that the U.S. can veto the Palestinian U.N. resolution. This may clearly put up the wall-possibly for the last time-between the Obama

government and the Palestinian leadership. It'll eliminate a U.S.-led Middle East peace treaty between Israel and the Palestinians.

 

The U.N. quality would undermine previous peace agreements rejecting unilateralism (a affirmation of circumstances by one party). In addition, it

would free Israel from previously-agreed upon responsibilities, including those in the Oslo Accords. Another major trouble with a U.N. declaration of a

Palestinian state is that the Palestinian Power does not yet meet the checks of statehood, including efficient government, representation, and get a

grip on over a defined area, among others.

 

Thus, Abbas is moving the Palestinian cause away from equally Israel and the U.S. This aligns completely with Bible prophecy. Israel is at the middle

of the prophetic image, but neither the U.S. nor the Palestinians is found in end-times prophecy. Because the Obama government has their Heart East

hopes tied to the Palestinians, the Palestinian traitorous transfer also brings the U.S. out from the prophetic picture.

 

That Abbas is getting the Palestinians out from the treaty image with Israel should not be astonishing if you are a student of Bible prophecy. In the end,

it won't function as Palestinians with whom the Jewish state will make their end-times treaty.

 

Israel is seeking a treaty that may provide their Jewish people with "peace and security." Nevertheless, even when the U.N. decision goes through-and

the U.N. declares a Palestinian state-Israel won't have calm relations with the Palestinians. Palestinian leadership has recently obviously shown so it

won't ever negotiate a peace treaty with Israel. This means that Israel will need to search elsewhere for a treaty which will satisfy what it feels are

non-negotiables.

 

The Bible shows that the treaty Israeli management will feel to satisfy their zeal for peace and security would be the treaty stated in Daniel 9:27. Hints

in Daniel and Revelation suggest that this treaty will soon be co-signed by ten leaders of other nations; thus, the Palestinians won't be engaged in this

treaty-nor any other treaty with Israel. After all, if Israel confirmed a treaty with the Palestinians that the Jewish leadership believing it to meet their

standards of peace and safety, Israel would not need certainly to signal a later, end-times treaty. Nevertheless the Bible shows it will, and, therefore,

the Palestinians are now actually from the treaty picture for good.

 

We can see that reference to the mentioning of "lose and offering." Jews can not have sacrifices or attractions with out a forehead; and because the

breaking of the treaty result in the stoppage of "compromise and providing," the two will undoubtedly be interconnected. Which means that Israel will

persist on global allowance to rebuild the brow on the Temple Support (where the very first two Jewish temples were built), and the twenty leaders who

will negotiate this treaty with Israel enables it.

 

Also last year, that likelihood could have looked incredible. After all, a few years before when former Israeli Leading Minister Ariel Sharon simply

ascended the Forehead Support, a Palestinian riot broke out. But, the weather has significantly transformed recently.

 

For example, predicated on face-to-face surveys, more Palestinians in East Jerusalem would rather be people of Israel than to be citizens of a fresh

Palestinian state. In addition, 40% explained they'd possibly or certainly move in order to stay underneath the Israeli government as opposed to stay

under Palestinian rule. Which means these Palestinians would prefer that Israel control East Jerusalem, as opposed to provide it down as President

Obama proposed.

 

In addition, the concentration of the common Palestinian person is on the economy and careers (sounds like America), maybe not on a battle with

Israel. After two intifadas (that did not work very well for the Palestinians, because they suffered much more casualties than did Israel), following
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viewing Hamas get hammered by Israel following deciding on a battle, by knowing that Palestinian leaders do not have their best in your mind, and by

encountering a racing economy with Israel's help, normal Palestinians, particularly those surviving in East Jerusalem, are not ready to hold a fight as it

pertains to repairing the Jewish temple on the Forehead Mount, particularly if it can be achieved without worrisome the Islamic Dome of the Rock.

 

Ergo, it seems that an positioning is happening toward the pleasure of the end-times treaty with Israel, and the Palestinians are supporting to arrange

that alignment-and with it, taking us nearer to the get back of Christ. Certainly, God works in mysterious ways to satisfy His term!
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